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1. **Opening of the meeting**

The meeting was opened by Mr. A. J. González (Director, Division of Radiation and Waste Safety). He reminded participants of the purpose of TRANSSAC and its predecessor SAGSTRAM as well as recounting important elements of the very successful development and application of the transport regulations. Noting that the International Organizations (in particular ICAO and IMO) were well on their way to adopting the 1996 Edition of the Transport Regulations with a uniform target date of 1 January 2001, he encouraged Member States to also do so. He described some current issues in transport, including the concerns raised by some Member States about the perceived level of compliance with the Regulations and the possible need for a binding legal instrument, and the activities underway to address these issues. TRANSSAC was invited to take these issues into consideration and to address them so that TRANSSAC can take the lead in developing sound solutions. The issues of notification and approval of shipments are particularly visible and important to a number of Member States. While the Regulations do address notification and approval in certain instances, there is still unease on the part of some Member States over the level of compliance. There appears to be a need to develop some mechanism to provide assurances of compliance with the Regulations.

There have been resolutions passed at the Diplomatic Conference which adopted the Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management and the General Conference (GC(41)/RES/12) addressing transport. The report prepared by the Secretariat in response to GC(41)/RES/12 will be considered by the June Board

---

1 This report is keyed to the TRANSSAC Agenda, Working Paper No. 1, Rev. 3. (Attachment I).
of Governors but it does not provide a proposed solution to the underlying issues. TRANSSAC, as the senior advisory body in transport safety, should do its best to develop some potential solutions to these issues so that the solutions considered are soundly based on knowledge of transport safety.

He stressed the senior role of TRANSSAC in the revision of the Regulations and emphasized that it should continue this role, using other technical forums to address the details of the revision process as well as other facets of the overall transport programme.

2. Statement by the Chairman

The Chairman, Mr. F. W. Collin, welcomed the participants, and recounted that some of the issues Mr. González raised have been addressed in the past, but that solutions have not been developed which have been effective in putting these issues to rest. The list of participants is presented in Attachment I.

3. Administrative information

Administrative information about facilities, procedures and services available to the meeting was provided by Mr. R. Rawl, Scientific Secretary.

4. Adoption of the Agenda

The provisional agenda was adopted with minor amendments and re-issued as Working Paper No. 1, Rev. 3 (Attachment II). The list of Working Papers considered by the meeting is presented in Attachment III.

5. Update on the activities of the ACSS and overall Safety Standards Series matters

5.1. ACSS activities

Mr. A. KARBASSIOUN described the overall activities of the ACSS (WP 2), including plans for the Advisory Committee and ACSS chairpersons to meet on 2 June 1998.

5.2. Unified procedure for the preparation and review of Safety Standards Series publications (WP 3)

The unified procedure was introduced with special attention being directed to Sections 4 and 5 of the document which describe the responsibilities and procedures for developing Safety Standards Series documents.

6. Reports from representatives of Member States and International Organizations on their regulatory activities and issues, including plans for revisions based on ST-1

6.1. Member States

TRANSSAC Members described the status of regulatory and other activities in their countries. Implementation plans for revised regulations based on ST-1 were described with the target date of 1 January 2001 being the overall objective for a number of Member States. Mr. Basaez of Chile was welcomed as a new member of TRANSSAC.
6.2. **International Organizations**

TRANSSAC **strongly supported** the Agency’s continued close liaison and coordination with the other international organizations involved in the safe transport of radioactive material, particularly with regard to the Coordinated Research Programmes. TRANSSAC believes that bringing these transport experts together is one of the best methods to ensure that the IAEA Transport Regulations adequately address the needs of the modal organizations.

6.2.1. **UN Committee of Experts**

6.2.1.1. Update on restructuring the IAEA ST-1 Transport Regulations to the UN Recommendations (WP 4).

Activities related to integrating the requirements of ST-1 into the UN Orange Book were described, including future activities to complete this effort. It appears hopeful that the effort may be completed at the June/July 1998 meeting of the UN Committee of Experts.

6.2.2. **International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)**

Ms. Rooney described activities related to revising the Technical Instructions to incorporate the requirements of ST-1, first into a supplement (available on request as a supplement to the 1 January 1999 edition) and then into the TI proper (1 January 2001 edition).

6.2.3. **International Maritime Organization (IMO)**

6.2.3.1. INF Code

Activities underway at the IMO to make the INF Code mandatory (including amendments to the SOLAS convention) were described. The necessary amendments to SOLAS and the revised text of the INF Code were prepared by DSC 3 in February 1998 and will be considered by the Maritime Safety Committee and the Marine Environment Protection Committee for approval. If there are no delays the INF Code could become mandatory on 1 January 2001.

Activities are also underway to incorporate the requirements of ST-1 into the IMDG Code. Mr. Young described the progress of the working group which has been preparing the text for this. There are also efforts underway to make the IMDG Code mandatory under the SOLAS convention.

6.2.3.2. IAEA/IMO/UNEP Literature Review on the Potential Consequences Resulting from Severe Maritime Accident Scenarios Involving the Transport of Radioactive Material.

The terms of reference and approach for performing the literature review (WP 5) were described. It was observed that a small group of experts (instead of one or two experts) may be needed to fully cover the breadth of the study as described. The Secretariat noted that recommendations for experts to assist in performing the study would be most welcomed.

6.2.4. **European Commission**

Mr. van Gerwen described the activities at the European Commission and other EU bodies related to radioactive material transport safety. He referred to the “Communication from the Commission concerning the report of the Standing Working Group on the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material in the European Union” (IP No. 5) and the Proposed Programme of Action
on the Transport of Radioactive Material (pages 8-10 of that report). The Proposed Programme was adopted by the Commission at its April 1998 meeting. The Commission would very much appreciate help from the IAEA and ICAO to address problems anticipated with the implementation of ST-1.

6.2.5. **ADR/RID**

Mr. Ridder described the activities related to revising the ADR/RID and ADNR regulations to incorporate the requirements of ST-1. The Rail and Road Agreements will be restructured on the basis of the UN Orange Book. This work is expected to be finished this year by a special WG to achieve the 2001 implementation date.

6.2.6. **Others**

Updates on the activities in Spain (Mr. Zamora) and IATA (Mr. Abouchaar) were provided.

6.3. **Radioactive Transport Study Group**

Mr. Young provided an update on activities of the RTSG, including the results of its last meeting.

6.3.1. **Questionnaire on national regulatory requirements for the transport of radioactive material**

Mr. Cosack introduced WP 20 and described how the RTSG has used the questionnaire to compile information on the national regulations of RTSG members. It was noted that the information collected in this way was useful to both Competent Authorities and industry. It was agreed that it would be useful if the RTSG continued to collect this information and if they would make it available to TRANSSAC as an information paper.

7. **Status report on recommendation made by TRANSSAC II**

Mr. Rawl introduced WP 6 on the actions which have been taken in response to the recommendations of TRANSSAC II.

8. **Activities related to General Conference Resolution GC(41)/RES/12 and TCM-1077 on International Instruments Related to the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material**

Mr. Rawl described the background which lead to the preparation of the Secretariat's report to the June 1998 Board of Governors. This included the preparation of a draft technical report on legal instruments and its consideration and revision by TCM-1077 (IP1). A broad ranging discussion followed from which the following conclusions were drawn:

(a) there were no identified technical safety needs to support developing a new binding international instrument; indeed, some specific difficulties could be foreseen in the creation of such an instrument, such as potential conflicts with Article 82 of the Chicago Convention and complications for efforts already underway to make the IMDG Code mandatory under the SOLAS Convention.
(b) it was **recommended** that efforts by the Agency focus on gaining wider implementation and acceptance of the Transport Regulations through the existing approach of Member States and International Organizations making them mandatory; This should specifically include:

i) developing a short summary presentation of the information contained in IP 1; this should explain the basic elements of the current approach to developing integrated dangerous goods regulations and implementing them throughout the world and could encourage countries which have not adopted the Transport Regulations to do so.

ii) efforts should be directed at reaching countries which may not have implemented the Transport Regulations to encourage them to do so.

9. **Status and plans for Safe Transport Safety Standards Series publications**

The status and plans for the publications contained in WP 7 were presented and discussed.

9.1. **ST-1, Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material**

It was noted by the Secretariat that it now appears that Chinese and Arabic editions of ST-1 may be published.


Only one comment received on ST-2 was not editorial (concerning exemption limits) and a working group was established to address this issue. The Working Group’s report is discussed under item 18.1. It was **agreed** that following the Secretariat’s preparation of a final draft, it will be communicated to the TRANSSAC Chairman along with a description of the resolution of the comments, for approval for transmittal to the ACSS.

9.3. **ST-3, Safety Guide: Planning and Preparing for Emergency Response to Transport Accidents Involving Radioactive Material, including Review and Approval for Presentation to ACSS**

It was **agreed** that the following 3 revisions were needed:

a) resolution of the comments from Japan to more clearly reflect the ST-1 requirements applicable to uranium hexafluoride packaging and its expected performance;

b) updating of the accident scenarios, including adding any recent scenarios provided by Member States or updating the ones currently in the draft;

c) revising the text of ST-3 par. 554 to reflect the ST-1 requirements which address damaged packages (paras. 510 and 511);

It was **agreed** that following the completion of these 3 revisions, the final draft should be transmitted to ACSS.
9.4. **SS No. 112, Compliance Assurance for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material**

The status of the publication was noted. At the present time there are no plans for revision of the document.

9.5. **SS No. 113, Quality Assurance for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material**

The status of the publication was noted. At the present time there are no plans for revision of the document.

10. **CSM to Develop a Simplified Model of the IAEA Transport Regulations (WP 9)**

Mr. Dicke introduced the report produced by the CSM which developed a simplified model of the IAEA Transport Regulations (WP 9). The simplified regulations are required to support the Model Project to assist developing Member States in strengthening their radiation protection infrastructure in the area of transport safety. They are presented in text which is suitable for direct use in national legislation or regulations.

   It was agreed that the sample regulations should be included in a package of information for the countries that need this assistance. It was also agreed that condensed training material should be developed to support this package of information and that the package should include the summary report described in item 8 (above).

11. **The Transport Regulations revision process**

11.1. **TCM-405.6, Technical Committee Meeting on the Comprehensive Review of the Transport Regulatory Approach, 2-6 June 1997**

Working Paper 10, the Chairman’s Report of TCM 405.6, was presented by Mr. Dicke and discussed with the following conclusions:

   a) **TRANSSAC III endorses** the principle of having a 2 year revision process;

   b) the revision process described in Sections 3 and 4 of WP 10 was reviewed and felt to have significant merit, but the October 1998 TCM should be used to further refine the process; It was also **recommended** that a CSM be held prior to the TCM to prepare specific proposals for refining the revision process. The TCM should review the revision process to ensure that the sequencing and timing of activities are reasonable for the 2-year revision cycle and that the functions of the respective bodies involved in the process are described as clearly as possible. In particular, the role of TRANSSAC should be focused on major issues and approving the final drafts of revisions which include major changes. For example, minor changes could be considered by the Secretariat and if confirmed as minor could go directly to publication. Changes of detail could be considered by the Secretariat, subjected to the 90-day rule, and if supported by the comments received from Member States, could be submitted for publication. The TCM should use the results of TC-405.6 and the relevant recommendations of TRANSSAC as its working basis.
c) in considering the concluding recommendations of the report (Section 6 of WP 10), it was decided that: i) the consensus process should continue to be used, with voting, if needed, in accordance with the Board of Governors procedures; ii) any potential conflicts between the revision process and the Unified Procedure should be resolved or noted and brought to the attention of TRANSSAC; iii) in principle, economic impact should be included in the evaluation factors; iv) no proposals have been received by TRANSSAC concerning the use of safety goals so a CSM is not needed at this time; v) at the appropriate time, a document should be prepared (which could be an update of WP 5 of TC-405.6) which lays out the complete revision process and procedures; vi) a CSM should be convened to consult with the Secretariats of the UN Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods, IMO and ICAO in order to help ensure that the revision process interfaces effectively with the revision processes and timing of publications of those organizations;

11.2. **Quality in the regulatory process**

Mr. Young introduced WP 11 concerning quality in the revision process, emphasizing the need for building quality assurance into process. There was general support for the idea of ensuring the quality of the revision process and hence the regulations. However, concerns were also expressed about the level of effort that this might entail and the possible lack of effect since the development of the regulations is only one step in the chain of events which must occur before these requirements are applied by operators. It was recommended that the CSM and TCM which consider the revision process should specifically consider WP 11 and provide recommendations on how to best build quality into the revision process.

12. **Activities of other IAEA advisory bodies**

WP 12 which provides a summary of all Safety Standards Series documents was reviewed. It was agreed that the Transport Safety Unit Secretariat should continue to remain alert to documents being produced under other Advisory Committee’s purview which may interface with transport safety and that these should be brought to TRANSSAC’s attention. It was recommended that RASSAC be notified of TRANSSAC’s interest to be involved in the development of NS 61 and NS 73. Additionally, if work begins on developing a unified safety fundamental, TRANSSAC reaffirmed that it wishes to be involved in this effort.

12.1. **Follow up on the Report of the PPAS review**

WP 13 was reviewed and discussed with no actions being identified which require TRANSSAC action.

12.2. **Radiation Safety Standards Advisory Committee (RASSAC)**

Mr. Mason (NSRW) presented WP 24 and elaborated on the documents (both existing documents and those under development) under the purview of RASSAC.

12.3. **Waste Safety Standards Advisory Committee (WASSAC)**

Mr. Raynal (NSRW) presented WP 17 and described the documents (both existing documents and those under development) related to radioactive waste safety.
12.4. **Nuclear Safety Standards Advisory Committee**

Mr. D. Lacey presented information concerning the development of the draft requirements and guidance documents on Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear, Radiation, Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety.

12.5. **Draft IAEA Safety Glossary**

Mr. Barraclough (NSSC) described the development and content of the draft IAEA Safety Glossary, pointing out that the Glossary has been distributed to the ACSS, Advisory Committees and IAEA technical officers for comment and trial use. It is envisioned that the draft would undergo trial use throughout 1998, comments requested by the end of 1998, decisions made on the actual application and content of the Glossary and a final version prepared in 1999. TRANSSAC welcomed the Agency’s efforts to prepare the Glossary and recognized its importance to safety. It was **recommended** that the draft Glossary be provided (for comment by the end of 1998) to all the International Organizations involved in transport safety.


Ms. Wieland described the content and purpose of the Handbook (WP 19). The draft has circulated for comment and is being issued as a TECDOC by the Agency. Comments on the TECDOC will be welcomed as part of the continued development of the Handbook. TRANSSAC noted the high quality of the document and expressed its interest in the continued development of the document.

12.7. **International Requirements for Radiological and Nuclear Emergency Preparedness and Response**

Mr. Crick (NSRW) provided a description of the Agency’s role in emergency response and the status of development of the safety requirements and other documents in this area.

13. **Research and Development**


Mr. van Gerwen described the research and development activities at the EC, as shown in IP 5, pages 30 - 32. While there may be difficulties in ensuring continuity in the funding for the activities, a number of projects are currently underway. He is hopeful of having a meeting to present the results of the 18 projects which have been undertaken in the first year of this effort.

13.2. **IAEA Coordinated Research Programmes**

Mr. Blalock (NSRW) presented information on the nature and scope of the Agency’s Coordinated Research Programmes related to transport safety. He noted that WP 14 should be amended on: page 1, first line, after “Japan” add “(2)” to indicate 2 participants from Japan; on page 1, third par., last line, after “conducted by France” add and Japan”. Mr. Schuurman (IFALPA) noted that IFALPA is evaluating how it might participate in the CRP on accident severities during the transport of radioactive material by aircraft.
Transport Accidents and Incidents and the International Nuclear Events Scale

Mr. Shaw described how transport accidents might be classified under the INES scale, as shown in WP 15. Recognizing that the INES Secretariat is just now considering the approach contained in WP 15, TRANSSAC **recommended** that liaison be maintained between the Transport Safety Secretariat and the Secretariat responsible for the INES activities in the area of transport.

Information Services

14.1. Update on Information Services

Ms. Brittinger (NSRW) presented an update on the following information services listed in IP 2:

- List of National Competent Authorities
- PACKTRAM Database on Package Approval Certificates
- EVTRAM Database on Events in Radioactive Material Transport

14.2. Report of the TCM-1048 on Transport Safety Data Bases

Mr. Shaw presented an overview of the October 1997 Technical Committee meeting on Transport Safety Data Bases (TCM-1048). A summary and the recommendations are provided in WP 16. The TCM report includes a request for this TRANSSAC meeting to support a programme to proceed with the EVTRAM, SHIPTRAM and EXTRAM databases and to recommend to the Agency that sufficient resources be provided to develop, maintain and report on these databases.

Discussion elaborated on the resources required to deal with the very large number of data involved, the need for Member States to participate to make this programme successful and the need for the Agency to know that its resources will produce what the Member States want. It was noted that the TCM had addressed the future programme and that future consultants services may be needed. It was also noted that any proposed data collection efforts should be tested with a small number of volunteer Member States. It was **agreed** by TRANSSAC that work should continue subject to availability of resources and progress should be reported each year to TRANSSAC for ongoing evaluation.

14.3 Report of Member State Implementation of the Transport Regulations (IP 3)

Ms. Brittinger reported on a survey of the Member States concerning the status of their implementation of the IAEA transport regulations. This survey had been carried out as part of the work required in response to the request from the IAEA General Conference for a report on legally binding and non-binding international instruments and regulations concerning the safe transport of radioactive materials and their implementation. The widespread application of the IAEA transport regulations was reflected in the marked up area of a world map. Some surprise was expressed that some countries continue to apply the 1967 edition of the regulations while some others are already applying the 1996 edition.

The results of the survey will be reported to the IAEA Board of Governors meeting in June of this year.
15. Training Activities

Ms. Brittinger provided an update on the IAEA Transport Safety Training Programme (IP 4) supported during the past year and the forecast of one and three week training sessions for the next few years. The training is still based on the 1985 edition of the transport regulations (SS-6), but with supplemental information on the changes which will result from ST-1.

The discussion confirmed that TRANSSAC recommends
- the development of ST-1 based training material in time to support the target implementation date of 2001;
- the development of a more condensed version of the training material in line for example with the “sample” regulations which have been discussed at this TRANSSAC meeting; condensed training material was mentioned as desirable also for the modal authorities and the developed countries. Such training material should include a training manual and visual aids.
- that effort be made to reach a wider audience (too many applicants to the 3-week training sessions which cannot be accommodated with appropriate transport safety training).


Mr. Rawl provided an overview of the Transport Safety Programme scheduled for the next few years (WP 8) which is supported by the currently proposed budget. There was some discussion about flexibility in the programme for example where certain meetings are scheduled but it is not clear if sufficient information will be available at the scheduled time then it may be possible to use the meeting for another purpose. TRANSSAC supports the presented programme for the next few years. In addition, it was suggested and agreed by TRANSSAC that if an opportunity would arise to better use a scheduled meeting for another purpose it should be used to address the need for the development of training material.

17. TRANSSAC Membership

Membership of the Advisory Committees is under the authority of the Director General. Membership is currently being reviewed. It is expected that more members will be allowed on these Committees. It is expected that all present TRANSSAC members will continue. Some other Member States have expressed interest. All affected Member States will be contacted when a decision has been made concerning TRANSSAC membership.

18. Any other business

18.1 Report of Working Group on Advisory Material Concerning Exemption Limit

Mr. Mountford-Smith explained that some of the wording in ST-1 with regard to defining materials which are not subject to the regulations may be open to interpretation which was not intended by TRANSSAC. A Working Group was established to review the original intent of ST-1 para 107(e) and to prepare clarifying information for the advisory material concerning this regulation. Their proposed text is presented in WP 25. TRANSSAC agreed that the following text, based on the proposed text, reflects the original intent and should be incorporated in para 107(5) of the advisory material in ST-2:

“Natural material and ores containing naturally occurring radionuclides which are processed are also exempt from the regulations (up to 10 times the exempt activity concentration
values) where the physical and/or chemical processing is not for the purpose of extracting radionuclides, e.g. washed mineral sands, tailings from alumina refining, etc.”

18.2 Working Papers 22 and 23 submitted by France

Mr. Sert introduced WP 22 concerning extension of the number of radionuclides defined as fissile and specifying the mass limits for fissile exemption of shipments of these radionuclides. He requested comment not on a technical basis but on the principle.

It was noted that this type of change would be a major change and therefore should be reviewed by the Revision Panel. At the same time, consideration of a change to the regulations should follow the procedures of the new revision process once it has been established. Since the new revision process has not yet been established it was suggested that an option at the present time would be for the criticality experts from several countries present at this meeting to communicate with Mr. Sert on this issue and to consider how it should be developed for the next revision process. This option was accepted by TRANSSAC.

Mr. Sert then introduced WP 23 concerning consideration of regulatory changes to immersion performance of packages because of experience with MSC Carla which sank at a location where the sea is 3000 m deep. He suggested that consideration should be given to increasing the immersion depth for the regulatory test from 200 m to 2000 m.

Following some discussion about the proposal and how to deal with it TRANSSAC agreed to forward the proposal to the CRP on Accident Severity at Sea. The CRP members could further discuss the issue with Mr. Sert. It is then up to France or any other country to prepare a proposal for the next regulations revision cycle.

18.3 Agenda for TRANSSAC Meetings

At this TRANSSAC meeting one morning was devoted to updates from Safety Standards Advisory Committees. TRANSSAC agreed that these updates had been useful and should be retained for future meetings.

TRANSSAC members will be receiving information such as draft documents prepared under the guidance of the other Safety Standards Advisory Committees (NUSSAC, RASSAC and WASSAC). The question arose as to whether the TRANSSAC meetings should deal with such documents or that they should be dealt with by individual members. TRANSSAC agreed that draft documents sent to them for comment should be dealt with by individual members rather than be discussed at a TRANSSAC meeting (unless a TRANSSAC member specifically requests that the review of a document be put on the agenda).

19. Close of the Meeting

There was no other business. The Chairman closed the meeting.
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